Parent Presentation covering bullying, current trends and general safety
http://watertownct.org/content/12209/15713/default.aspx is a link to our website
where I post informative links and videos that parents could choose to show their
children.
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Don’t know if you know about the Developmental Asset the district did in 2011.
Assets
Assets
Assets
Disclaimer to parents that we will talk about teen suicide. When I say “your
kids” I mean it in a general sense, not to take offence. BUT sometimes I am
referring to their kids because “good kids make bad choices.” When I talk about
arrest I am saying that we do not want to arrest their kids, but in some cases we
have no choice, and I explain what happens when a kid is arrested.
7. What we will cover
8. Types of bullying that we have seen specifically in Watertown
9. So many apps to cover, its like whack a mole (but I explain where they can learn
about apps online).
10. Facebook and Twitter
11. Explain what a hashtag is and how it can be used for bad
12. Explanation of Snapchat
13. How it works and how it can be used negatively
14. Explanation of Instagram, As.FM and Tumbler
15. Explanation of Whisper
16. Actual “Whispers” in Watertown affirming the developmental standards and
“sextortion”
17. Whisper
18. Explanation of Yik Yak
19. Explanation of Streetchat and Youtube and ways they can be used for bad
20. Free text message apps parents may not know about. Extremely bad ways they
can be used, especially KIK, Pinger, Textfree and Text free
21. Explanation of AboutEveryone
22. Hidden apps such as this one that loows and works like a calculator but has the
ability to hide pics and files from parents
23. Overview of the Amanda Todd Video. Not showing the video because it would
take too long. I will give them the link to the video. You can go to
http://watertownct.org/content/12209/15713/default.aspx and watch the
video(s).
24. Example of cyberbullying at Rutgers University leading to suicide.
25. Examples of cyberbullying arrests in Watertown
26. Overviewing of Connecticut’s sexting laws

27. Overview of laws pertaining to bullying and how easy it could be for a child to
be arrested (not that we want to).
28. Laws pertaining to hate crimes and how they pertain to bullying. Harassment
laws.
29. Law in 2011 strengthening of school bullying laws
30. How important for parents know their kids passwords
31. Explanation of URL’s. How to copy a screenshot. How to use Google operators to
search the internet for their kids.
32. Monitoring software and GPS locating their kids.
33. Further resources for parents to get information.
COULD BE THE END OF THE PRESENTATION OR I COULD COVER MORE
35. Explanation of Omegle (Site designed for kids to “talk to strangers.”
36. Explanation of revenge porn sites and what a “win” is. What can happen to
sexting pictures!
37. Explanation of revenge porn sites
38 BAD SITES parents should look out for!
39. The importance of locking your wireless internet (General safety point)
40. MY FAVORITE SLIDE – I show this to kids at Swift minutes after our Stanger
danger presentation and we talk about how “Eriks” facebook profile is private and
how good it is. Then I ask them who Erik is with and everyone says Bruno Mars. I
ask them what they would ask Erik if they could chat with them and the questions
flow from the kids from….Does he know Bruno to can they get tickets!. Then the
next slide….
41. Shows a registered sex offender from Florida who’s head I photoshopped onto
the picture with Bruno Mars. Their mouths drop! This shows that even after our
presentation where they understand not to talk to strangers, they could be tricked
into it, which is why parents have to be involved.

